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ACR+ activities in brief

Network of cities & regions to exchange of expertise

ACR+ approach

To boost resource efficiency and circular economy policies

Since 1994

- Awareness raising and communication
- Services to Local and Regional Authorities
- Operational instruments
- Strategy and planning
- Cooperation and capacity building
- Legal and economic instruments

Multi-stakeholder approach
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Multi-stakeholder approach
Some of our members

The European Week for Waste Reduction

- Awareness raising of EU citizens about the 3Rs
- Decentralised process (national/local)
- More than 61,500 actions since 2009
- 2016 focus: Packaging waste

19-27 NOVEMBER 2016

www.ewwr.eu
DWOF – A campaign on fight against food waste

DON'T WASTE OUR FUTURE!
save food, love the world!

DWOF charter
EN, FR, IT

Schools & Cities to sign and show commitment

www.dontwaste.eu
The Circular Europe Network in a nutshell

ACR+ Members & desk research

Advisory Committee

Related to the topic

Cooperation with national networks

Information // visibility

20 years experience

Political support

promotion // visibility

ACR+
General guidelines for circular economy planning

- Clarifying circular economy:
  - Basic concepts & objectives
  - Principles founding circular economy strategies
  - Key areas of intervention

- Circular economy in practice
  - First steps for a circular economy strategy
  - Instruments, cross-sector & thematic measures
  - Roadmap and monitoring
Factsheets on circular economy strategies / actions

www.circular-europe-network.eu

More than 110 cases already
A few examples of cases on waste prevention

www.circular-europe-network.eu
Sustainable public procurement

- Background document:
  - PPI – Public Procurement of Innovation
  - GPP – Green Public procurement
  - Waste performance contracts
- Additional CEN factsheets
- EU projects: w4ste, LIFE FUTURE
Sustainable food systems

- Guidelines on sustainable food systems in 2016

- Additional CEN factsheets

- EU projects:
Sustainable construction

- EU project: FISSAC
  - Good practices on industrial symbiosis in C&D report
  - Promotion of social acceptance report

- Additional CEN factsheets in the pipeline

- Guidelines on sustainable construction in 2017
Share your expertise and learn from others!

www.acrplus.org
www.circular-europe-network.eu

Contacts: pmn@acrplus.org
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